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ASSET IMPACT: is a competitive response to critical
shortcomings and untapped opportunities prevalent
within both the asset recovery and demolition
industries. We are a nationally recognized leader for
asset liquidation and recovery services for regional,
national and multinational commercial and industrial
organizations. Our premier demolition services
provide for both large-scale and selective demolition
include commercial and industrial wrecking and
dismantling, with particular attention to major industrial
facilities.
Asset Impact is committed to providing peace-of-mind
to distressed or divesting operators through high
yielding strategic asset recovery systems while often
utilizing our demolition, removal and property
remediation services at exceptional value, in part due
to our same, proprietary cost recovery methods. The
Company website is www.assetimpact.com. Our
blog www.assetimpact.com/blog addresses and
provides revealing insight into what fuels our creative
solutions.

Asset Impact
3651 Lindell Rd, D402
Las Vegas, NV 89103
T: (702) 551-8952
E:
action@assetimpact.com
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REAL PROPERTY: Many Asset Impact acquisitions
involve the purchase of real estate, full facilities,
leasehold takeovers and/or other property divestment
options.



NON-AUCTION SALES: Asset Impact has
established a proprietary system of sales that
includes:







Negotiated on-site selling
Laser targeted sales private campaigns
Public sales and marketing efforts
International marketing
Internet listings and sales
Public or invitation only auctions



AUCTIONS: Asset Impact allows auctions to be
established with or without minimum reserve bids.
Unreserved Auctions mean no reserve prices and no
minimum bid. Additionally, owners are strictly
forbidden to bid on their own items.





ESTABLISHED: 2009 in Las Vegas, NV.



SERVICES: Asset Impact offers a full range of
services that are ultimately determined by our clients
and include:

LOCATIONS: Headquartered in Las Vegas NV, Asset
Impact also has satellite offices in Highland CA, India,
Fiji and Vancouver, BC, Canada.







MANAGEMENT: Asset Impact is a privately held
corporation. Our management team is comprised of
elite industry professionals who recognized that
tactical advancements in both recovery and demolition
practices have not yet been embraced by many/most
existing providers. Asset Impact seeks to deliver
impactful results merging ‘old school’ customer
service with forward-thinking, market-generating and
market-shaping practices.
INDUSTRIES: Asset Impact purchases and sells a
wide spectrum of both used and unused assets in a
multitude of industries ranging from: power
generation, paper, manufacturing, heavy industrial,
commercial distribution centers, transportation,
mining, retail, agriculture, marine and many other
industries.
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Plant Liquidation, Facilities Liquidation, Power
Plant Shutdowns Demolition Projects: Industrial
and Selective
Remodeling and Closing of Warehouses
Corporate Office Relocations (Home or Satellites)
Remodeling, Relocation or Closing of Retail
Operations
Remodeling and Closing of Distribution Centers
Property Remediation for Environmental
Considerations

WORLDWIDE MARKETPLACE: Asset Impact
intuitively engages a worldwide network of sellers,
intermediaries and buyers in our recovery tactics.
Logistical and communication advancements along
with our uniquely cultivated international team of
professionals provide our rapidly expanding network
with rapid deployment for project support and/or cost
recovery tactics.

